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[Corrected slide] 

  Page 30 TAL’s Results  

  Upper right table: Reconciliation of Net income to Underlying Profit 

 

[Before Correction] 

(million AUD)

6 months

ended

Sep-18

6 months

ended

Sep-19

%

Change

Net income (A)(2) 67 43 (35%)

Adjustments after tax (B)(3) 22 5

Discount rate changes (2) 55

Amortization charges 9 (30)

Preferred stock dividends 4 9

Others 10 (28)

90 49 (45%)

<Reference> (yen)

As of

Sep-18

As of

Sep-19

JPY/AUD exchange rate 81.83 72.88

Underlying profit (A + B)

 

 

[After Correction] 

(million AUD)

6 months

ended

Sep-18

6 months

ended

Sep-19

%

Change

Net income (A)(2) 67 43 (35%)

Adjustments after tax (B)(3) 22 5

Discount rate changes (2) 55

Amortization charges 9 (30)

Preferred stock dividends 4 4

Others 10 (23)

90 49 (45%)

<Reference> (yen)

As of

Sep-18

As of

Sep-19

JPY/AUD exchange rate 81.83 72.88

Underlying profit (A + B)

 

 



I am Taisuke Nishimura, Chief of Corporate Planning Unit, Dai-ichi Life Holdings, Inc.
Thank you for joining our conference call to discuss the Dai-ichi Life Group’s financial
results for the six months ended September 30, 2019.
I will share the general overview of second quarter financial results, followed by a
question and answer session.
Please turn to page 1.



I would like to highlight three points with respect to the Group financial results.
First, in terms of sales performance, new business ANP for our domestic life 
insurance companies decreased due to the suspension of sales of business owners 
insurance and a slowdown in needs for savings-type products amid declining
domestic and overseas interest rates. New business ANP for third sector insurance 
products such as dementia insurance and medical insurance have expanded steadily.
However, value of new business for the domestic life insurance business decreased 
due to sales suspension and lower interest rates in addition to factors relating to the 
technical accounting procedures for value of new business specific to DFL. Strong 
sales of third sector products contributed to the increase of value of new business 
excluding business owners insurance. Moreover, income support insurance launched 
by DL got off to a good start and is expected to contribute going forward.
Second, Group adjusted profit increased significantly YoY. This was due mainly to
profit increase in the overseas life insurance business and DFL. YoY improvements in 
gains on derivatives derived from favorable market fluctuation at DL also contributed 
to the increase. Adjusted profit of DFL increased due to reversal of contingency 
reserves for matured annuities. However, DFL booked net loss due to market value 
adjustments (MVA) affected by lower interest rates. 
Regarding our annual forecast, excluding favorable market factors mainly at DL, 
group adjusted profit increased steadily. Our annual forecast is unchanged, taking 
into account the expected effect of market fluctuation in the second half.
Last but not least, Great West in-force policy blocks acquisition completed on June 3 
added around 50 billion yen to EEV.
TAL engaged in a large scale group insurance deal and it is expected to add around 
15 billion yen to value of new business in the 3rd quarter depending on exchange 
rate fluctuation and other circumstances. 
Please see the next page.



Here I will explain details of Domestic Life sales results.
The table on the left is the new business ANP YoY comparison for our three domestic
life insurance companies. Overall new business ANP decreased significantly, but when
compared with results excluding business owners insurance, in the third sector DL
and NFL achieved double digit growth and totally increased by 15%.
The graph on the right shows the YoY comparison of value of new business. The
value of new business decreased by 30% due to suspension of business owners
insurance and drop in interest rates as well as technical accounting procedures
related to foreign currency products at DFL. DFL’s foreign currency products that are
popular in recent years, and related assets are mainly invested in corporate bonds
but the return in excess of risk free rate is not reflected in the calculation of the value
of new business making it main factor for decrease at DFL.
Nevertheless, the sales of protection type products mainly in the third sector at DL
and NFL are progressing well and contribute to the value of new business.
Please see the next page.



Here I will explain factors affecting Group adjusted profit and consolidated net
income.
Group adjusted profit progressed steadily due to reversal of contingency reserves at
DFL and improved profits in the overseas life insurance business partially offset by an
expected decrease in DL's fundamental profit.
YoY it increased by 45% reaching 181.8 billion yen. Even excluding favorable market
factors mainly at DL, group adjusted profit increased steadily.
On the other hand, net income decreased due to the impact of losses on market
value adjustment (MVA) at DFL affected by lower interest rates.
Please see the next page.



I will explain two additional points regarding the financial reporting aspects of DFL.
Currently, DFL mainly sells products denominated in foreign currencies, and for six 
months till end of September, approximately 90% of new business was from products 
denominated in foreign currencies, making it very sensitive to foreign interest rates 
fluctuations.
On the left side, we explain the technical factors that led to negative new business 
value. DFL's foreign currency denominated products are currently set at an assumed 
interest rate based on foreign corporate bonds, etc., but the risk free rate is used for 
expected return in calculating the value of new business. For this reason, the spread 
between the assumed interest rate and risk free rate creates a negative value of new 
business. However, towards maturity of policy the portion where the actual 
investment yield exceeds the assumed interest rate will contribute to EEV as a return 
in excess of risk free rate. So the actual economic value of the new business will be 
positive.
On the right side, we explain the gains and losses related to market value adjustment 
(MVA), which was recorded in a large amount this time. For accounting, additional 
policy reserves related to MVA due to lower interest rates will have a negative 
impact. But towards maturity these reserves are reversed with a positive accounting 
impact. As a result, when considering the entire period the overall impact is neutral 
and therefore MVA related gains and losses are excluded from adjusted profit.
Please see the next page.



This slide is a summary of consolidated results against the annual forecast.
Group's adjusted profit has a high progress rate of 76% against the annual forecast.
However, excluding favorable market factors that increased profits mainly at DL, the
annual forecast remains unchanged, taking into account the expected effects of
market fluctuations in the second half.
Please see the next page.



From this slide I will explain the performance of each group company, beginning with
the results of Dai-ichi Life.
As explained on earlier slide, although new business ANP decreased, the third sector 
ANP (excluding business owners insurance) increased. Sales of JUST including 
dementia insurance have been favorable.
Yen appreciation and drop of interest rates, as well as the timing of redemption of 
higher yield bonds resulted in positive spread decrease of 18.8 billion yen. Though 
fundamental profit decreased the difference was in line with our initial assumptions. 
Net income increased due to the improvement in capital gains and losses associated 
with market fluctuations, such as improvement in profits and losses on derivative 
transactions due to yen appreciation.
Please see the next page.



This slide shows the performance of DFL.
New business ANP has progressed in line with our expectations, though it decreased
YoY due to interest rates decrease and after a particularly strong previous period.
Although DFL booked net losses due to market value adjustments (MVA), operating
income improved and adjusted profit excluding MVA impact increased significantly
due to reversal of contingency reserves on matured annuities.
Please see the next page.



This slide shows business results of NFL.
New business ANP decreased significantly due to suspension of business owners
insurance sales. Flagship third sector medical insurance steadily increased new
business and in-force ANP.
Adjusted profit decreased due to higher operating cost derived from sales expansion
of medical products.
Please see the next page.



This slide shows net income from overseas life insurance and asset management
businesses.
Net income from Overseas Life increased substantially due to Acquisitions and
improvement in the Life Marketing segments at PLC and Dai-ichi Life Vietnam
partially offset by a decrease in profit at TAL.
Janus Henderson contributed to net income after becoming an equity-method affiliate
from the second quarter of the previous fiscal year.
Please see the next page.



This slide shows the performance of PLC for the six months ended in June 2019.
YoY pre-tax adjusted operating income increased mainly due to the impact of Liberty
Life acquisition and improvement in other segments.
Please see the next page.



This slide shows the performance of TAL.
In Australia, there has been a legislative change affecting group insurance offered
through superannuation, a compulsory private pension, and since July,
superannuation scheme members who have not made contributions for certain
period, may optionally continue insurance coverage. Additionally, with legislative
effective from April 2020, a wider range of superannuation subscribers will be able to
opt to continue insurance coverage or not.
As a result, there was an increase in the number of subscribers who chose to
withdraw from offered insurance, and new business ANP for Group insurance
decreased significantly in the second quarter. However, the decrease was partially
offset by the contribution from Asteron Life.
Underlying profit decreased due to temporarily higher insurance claims.
The second quarter is just after the revision of the law, and the impact is large
compared YoY. The negative effect will be partly offset by contribution from the
Asteron Life acquisition and from a large scale group insurance deal that is expected
in the third quarter.
Please turn to page 13.





Excluding favorable market factors that increased profits mainly at DL, the annual
forecast remains unchanged, taking into account the expected effects of market
fluctuations in the second half.
Please turn to the page 15.





Finally, I will explain the Group EEV.
Group EEV at the end of September 2019 was approximately 6.0 trillion yen, a slight
increase from the end of the previous fiscal year.
Group EEV increased due to an increase at PLC from Great West policy blocks
contribution, etc.
The value of new business decreased for the group YoY. However, TAL engaged in a
large scale group insurance deal and it is expected to add around 15 billion yen to
value of new business in the 3rd quarter depending on exchange rate fluctuation and
other circumstances.
The new business margin decreased to 3.02% YoY, but in addition to the impact of
lower interest rates, the technical accounting factors affecting the value of new
business at DFL also had an impact.
This concludes my presentation.
On a separate note, we will hold a briefing on our financial results and management
strategies at our headquarters on November 21, 2019. Mr. Inagaki, president of the
company and executives from our overseas group companies will give presentations
on our overseas strategy. We welcome you to join us. Thank you very much.


















































